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Abstract

The attackers may discover the existence of the secret
information or even get it by analyzing the cover’s statis-
tical characteristics, changes of which often occur due to
the embedding. In this paper, a novel coverless text infor-
mation hiding method was proposed. By using the words
rank map and the frequent words hash, normal texts con-
taining the secret information could be retrieved from the
text database, and will be sent to the receiver without any
modification. Because the embedding is not needed, the
proposed method could be able to escape from almost all
state-of-the-art steganalysis methods.

Keywords: Big Data; Coverless Information Hiding; Fre-
quent Words Hash; Rank Map; Steganography

1 Introduction

Steganography, also known as information hiding, is a
secure communication method that conveys secret mes-
sages in the form of plaintexts so that the appearances of
the secret messages will not draw eavesdroppers’ atten-
tion while they are being transmitted through an open
channel [17]. It can be used for intellectual property pro-
tection and secret communications [9]. For example, ref-
erence [20, 25] introduced two methods of detecting ille-
gal copies of copyrighted images. For information hiding,
there are many kinds of covers, such as texts [15], im-
ages [7, 18], videos [16], etc. [1, 12, 21].

Compared to the image or other covers, text informa-
tion hiding is the most difficult kind of steganography
due to the lack of redundancy. Because the text is fre-
quently used in people’s daily lives, however, text infor-
mation hiding has attracted many researchers’ interest,
and has many results [23]. Classified by the covers, text
steganography could be put into three types: text format-

based [3, 10, 11], generating-based and embedding-based
natural language information hiding. For text format-
based information hiding, the embedded information will
no longer exist if the document is generated without for-
mat after extracting the text content. Generating-based
natural language information hiding methods can fool the
computer statistical analysis, but is relatively easy to be
identified by people [2]. Embedding-based natural lan-
guage information hiding methods have more robust and
better concealment than text format-based information
hiding, but the hiding algorithm is difficult to imple-
ment, and there are some deviations and distortions in
the statistic and linguistics because of the limitation of
the natural language processing [13].

Once the information hiding algorithm is public, the
steganalysis methods will be appearing. So attackers will
know the existence of the secret information by analyzing
changes of statistical characteristics of the covers caused
by the embedded information. Be there an algorithm with
which the secret information could be hidden without any
modification of the covers. Coverless information hid-
ing [24, 6], firstly proposed by Xingming Sun et al., is the
best answer to the above question. Reference [24] pre-
sented a coverless image steganography framework, and
Reference [6] proposed a coverless text information hid-
ing method. These two methods can directly retrieve the
stego-image (stego-text) without any modification of the
covers. Recently, coverless information hiding, which re-
quires no modification on covers and could resist various
steganalysis technologies, draws more and more attention
from researchers [5, 22].

In this paper, a novel coverless text information hid-
ing method is proposed. Firstly, a text database is con-
structed by collecting a large number of texts from the
Internet. Then the word rank maps of the words will
be calculated by statistically analyzing the text big data,
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meanwhile, the frequent words distance of every text is
calculated. When a certain information will be transmit-
ted, a normal text containing the secret information is
retrieved from the text database by using the frequent
words distance and the word rank maps, and sent to the
receiver without any modification.

2 Coverless Information Hiding

Coverless information hiding is a new challenging research
field. In fact, “coverless” is not to say that there is no
carrier, but compared with the conventional information
hiding, coverless information hiding requires no other car-
ries [6]. The idea of coverless information hiding is often
used in our daily life, and the acrostic poem is a classic ex-
ample. An acrostic poem is shown in Figure 1 form which
we can learn that the secret information is ”TREE”. Cov-
erless information hiding is essentially the disclosure of
secret information in the text. Its distinctive character-
istic is ”no embedding”, that is, a carrier cannot embed
secret information by modifying it [6].

Figure 1: An acrostic poem

3 The Proposed Method

3.1 Preparation of the Text Database

We construct a natural text database by fetching the news
from the normal news web sites. For each word of the
vocabulary, we calculate the frequency of its occurrence,
and then rank the words with the descending way (Most
frequent word has rank 1, next frequent word has rank 2
...). Figure 2 shows the ranking result of words in a text
database. In order to make good use of the information of

the words’ occurrence in a text database (or in a text), the
Word Rank Map of a text database (or a text) is defined
as:

RM = {(wi, fi)|i = 1, 2, · · · , U} (1)

where U is the number of unique words in a text database
(or in a text), i is the rank of a word wi, and fi is the
frequency of wi. Figure 2 shows the word rank map of a
text database. For the example in Figure 2, we can obtain

RM = {(the, 124020), (and, 55654),

(of, 54550), (to, 52331), · · · } (2)

Obviously, the top frequent words are: the, and, of, to,
in, a, on, for, and etc.

Figure 2: Part of a text database word rank map

For each text in a text database, we can obtain its
word rank map defined as Equation (1). Figure 3 shows
the rank map of a text named as ”2.1 million Audi cars af-
fected by emissions cheating scandal.txt”, in which there
are 185 words, 113 unique words. From the rank map, we
learn that the top frequent words are: the, in, software,
emission, cars, etc.

For the top frequent words in the text database, we can
calculate their occurrences in a text in the same collection.
So, the Frequent Words Hash Function is defined as:

Hk(t) = {h1h2h3 · · ·hk} (3)

where k is the number of the top frequent words chose
form the vocabulary of a text database, t is a text in the
text database, and hi is defined by:

hi =


1 the i-th frequent word

appears in text t
0 the i-th frequent word does not

appear in text t

(4)
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Figure 3: Part of a text’s word rank map

For the top 30 frequent words shown in Figure 2, we
can calculate the hash value of a text named as ”2.1 mil-
lion Audi cars affected by emissions cheating scandal.txt”.
The hash value is:

Hk(t) = {111111101110111101001010010010} (5)

So, we map a text into a 30 bits string. Figure 4 shows
the hash values of some texts in a text database. In order
to measure the occurrence of the frequent words in a text
t, we define the Frequent Words Distance of a text as:

DFWk(t) = HD(Hk(t), (b1, b2, · · · , bk))

bi = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , k. (6)

where k is the number of the top frequent words, t is a
text in the text database, and HD is Hamming Distance
calculating operation.

Figure 4: The hash values of some texts in a text database

By statistical analyzing the occurrence of each word in
the text database, we can calculate the word rank map

of each word. For each word wi appearing in the text
database, its word rank map is defined as

RMWi = {(rwij , fwij , wtij)|i = 1, 2, · · · , U ;

j = 1, 2, · · · , N} (7)

where rwij is the rank of the word wi in a text wtij ac-
cording to its occurrence, fwij is the frequency of wi’s
occurrence in wtij , and N is the number of the texts in
which wi appears. Figure 5 shows the word rank map of
”from”, whose rank is 20 in the word rank map as shown
in the Figure 2.

Figure 5: Part of the rank map of ”from”

3.2 Information Hiding

The information hiding process is shown in Figure 6. De-
tail procedures are introduced as follows. Suppose the
constructed text database is T , and the communication
key is k. We can calculate the word rank map of T by
using Equation (1), and get the vocabulary of T ,and let
it be W = {wi|i = 1, 2, · · · , U} where i is the rank of
wi, and U is the number of unique words in T . For each
text ti in T , we can calculate its word rank map by using
Equation (1), and let it be RMti .

Figure 6: The process of information hiding

Because the key is k, we arrange the top frequent k×k
words in W as the right part of Figure 7. Suppose the
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hidden message is M = m1,m2, · · · ,mn where mi is a
word, and n is the number of words in the hidden message.
For each word mi in M , it is chosen from the top frequent
k × k words in W . Obviously, the selection range of mi

depends on k. Therefore, both sides of communication
can choose more k so that mi has more options.

Figure 7: The words conversion table

3.2.1 Words Conversion

In order to enhance the security of the secret message,
we convert each word in M into one of the top frequent
k words in W before the information hiding. The con-
version rule is shown in Figure 7. For each word in
{w1, w2, · · · , wk}, it will be converted into w1. For each
word in {w(k+1), w(k+2), · · · , wk}, it will be converted into
w2. And so on.

For each word mi in M , we can get its rank by using
the word rank map of T , and let it be Rmi

. Then, it is
located in the ((Rmi

− 1)/k + 1) row, ((Rmi
− 1)%k + 1)

column in the word conversion table shown in Figure 7,
where ”%” is a remainder operation. Therefore it will be
converted into m′i = w((Rmi

−1)/k+1). In this way, we can
convert the secret information M = m1,m2, · · · ,mn into
M ′ = m′1,m

′
2, · · · ,m′n, and M ′ is a subset of the k top

frequent words in W .

3.2.2 Searching the Stego-text

For each word m′i = w((Rmi
−1)/k+1) in M ′, the stego-text

is get as follows:

Firstly, for each text t in the text database, we calcu-
late the hash value of Hk(t), defined as Equation (3),
where k is the communication key. Then, we can
get the frequent words distance of t by using Equa-
tion (6), ant let it be DFWk(t).

Secondly, because m′i is in the top k frequent words in
the word rank map of T , we can get the rank map of
m′i by using Equation (7), and let it be RMWm′

i
.

Thirdly, by using the word rank map RMWm′
i
, we

retrieve all texts containing m′i to search a text
t in which the rank of m′i is equal to DFWk(t),
and the frequency of m′i’s occurrence is equal to

((Rmi − 1)%k + 1). There may be some texts sat-
isfying this condition, then, we can select a text from
those texts as the stego-text for m′i.

Finally, as described above, we can search a stego-text
set for each m′i in M ′. These stego-texts is a normal
text set that contains the converted secret message,
and they can be sent to the receiver without any
modifying.

3.3 Information Extraction

The process of extraction is shown in Figure 8. Suppose
the stego-text is S, so S is a set of normal texts. The
number of texts in S is the number of words in secret
message M . Let k be the communication key. Because
the text database T is open for all users, receiver can
calculate the word rank map of T , and get the top k
frequent words in W by using the communication key k.
Certainly, receiver can get the same word conversion table
shown in Figure 7. For each stego-text t in S, the details
of information extraction will be introduced as follows.

Figure 8: Secret message extracting process

3.3.1 Get the Candidate Word

Receiver can calculate the word rank map of t by using
Equation (1), and the frequent words distance of t by us-
ing Equation (6) and let it be DFWk(t). By retrieving the
word rank map of t, receiver can get the candidate word
whose rank is equal to DFWk(t) in text t. Obviously, the
candidate word is m′i = w((Rmi

−1)/k+1).

3.3.2 Get the Secret Message

By using the word rank map of t, receiver can find the
word frequency of m′i in t, and let it be Fm′i. Obviously,
Fm′i is equal to ((Rmi

− 1)%k+ 1). Receiver can find the
secret message mi that is located in the ”w((Rmi

−1)/k+1)”
row, the ((Rmi−1)%k+1) column in the word conversion
table shown in Figure 7.

So, receiver can get every word mi in M . and then get
the secret message M = m1,m2, · · · ,mn.
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4 Discussion

4.1 An Example

In order to clearly explain the above coverless text infor-
mation hiding process, we illustrate it by a simple exam-
ple. We have constructed a text database which can be
expanded constantly, and it is open for all users. Suppose
the communication key is 30 and the secret information
M is ”mutual visit”. It is worth mentioning that, how-
ever, M is a subset of the top 900 frequent words in the
text database. Both sides of communication may choose
larger k, so that words of M have more options. The op-
erating procedure of information hiding is introduced as
follows:

Firstly, sender computes the rank map of the text
database and ones of each text in it. Because
the communication key is 30, sender can ob-
tain the top 30 frequent words set Wtop30 =
{wi|i = 1, 2, · · · , 30}, and the Wtop30 is: {the,
and, of, to, in, a, on, for, that, said, is, China,
with, as, by, at, it, will, he, form, has, was, s,
be, have, are, an,Chinese, its, his}.
So, sender can get the word conversion table shown
in Figure 9. By retrieving the word rank map of
text database, sender finds the rank of ”mutual” is
605, and the rank of ”visit” is 183. According to the
word conversion table shown in Figure 9, therefore,
“mutual” is located in 21st row, 5th column, and
”visit” is located in 7th row, 3rd column. Hence,
“mutual” will be converted into ”has”, and ”visit”
will be converted into ”on”.

Figure 9: The word conversion table when key is 30

Secondly, sender calculates the word rank map of ”has”
and ones of ”on”. By retrieving the two word rank
maps, sender can find a text named ”25reuters-golf-
ryder-usa-north.txt”, and let it be t1, and a text
named ”155 Chinese loggers’ release not victory of
diplomacy.txt”, and let it be t2. Their word rank

maps are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. From
Figure 10, we learn that the rank of ”has” is 24
and its frequency is 5 in text t1 whose frequent
words distance is 24, and the frequent words are
{the, a, and, of , in, on, at, to, with, has, was,
is, that, as, his, for, be, an, it, by, will, he, s, have}
in it. From Figure 11, we learn that the rank

of ”on” is 25 and its frequency is 3 in text t2
whose frequent words distance is 25, and the
frequent words are {the, and, of, to, in, a, on, for,
that, is, China,with, as, by, it, will, he, from, has, be,
have, are, an,Chinese, its} in it.

Figure 10: The word rank map of a stego-text

Finally, sender sends the two texts t1, t2 as the stego-
texts to the receiver.

Figure 11: The word rank map of a stego-text

Because the text database is open to all users, receiver
can calculate its word rank map, the top 30 frequent
words and the word conversion table shown in Figure 9
by using the communication key k = 30. Then, he (or
she) calculates the frequent words distance of t1 and ones
of t2, and finds that they are 24 and 25. So, receiver
retrieves the word rank maps of t1 and t2, and gets the
candidate words ”has” and ”on” whose ranks are 24 and
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25. From the word rank map of the stego-texts, he (or
she ) also learns that the candidate words’ frequency are 5
and 3. Finally, receiver gets the secret message ”mutual”
located in ”has” row, 5th column in the word conversion
table shown in Figure 9, and ”visit” located in ”on” row,
3rd column. Hence, receiver successfully extract the se-
cret message ”mutual visit” from the stego-texts.

4.2 Security Analysis

Steganalysis is usually performed through the use of irrel-
evance between the embedded information and the carri-
ers. Attackers often make steganalysis by analyzing the
difference of their statistical distributions [19]. In our pro-
posed hiding method, however, the carriers are normal
pure text and the secret information is not been embed-
ded in the carriers. The carriers can be sent to receiver
without any modification. So the information hiding does
not change the probability distribution of the carriers.
According to the definition of the security of an informa-
tion hiding system in [4], the proposed information hid-
ing method is theoretically safe. At the same time, the
proposed approach is also followed the Kerckhoffs Princi-
ple [8] in cryptography, and detail of information hiding
is open. If he does not know the communication key, the
attacker cannot gain any information about the hidden
information [14]. Therefore, the proposed method could
resist almost all kinds of current steganalysis method.

4.3 The Importance of Big Data

However, it is worth mentioning that, in order to enhance
security, there are two works must be done: one is to
change periodically the communication key to ensure that
the secret message may be converted into different subsets
of the top frequent words in the text database. The second
is to establish a large text database (text big data) to
increase the probability of the frequent words distance
is equal to the rank of a word in a text, and so there
are more choices of the stego-texts [23]. For example, in
the chose text database, for the word ”China”, there are
3258 texts in which it appears, and their frequent words
distance are shown in Figure 12. From the Figure 12, we
learn that these values are not evenly distributed. There
are 37 texts whose frequent words distance is 12, and
there is only one text in which the rank of ”China” is 12.
Therefore, the text big data is necessary to ensure the
smoothly implement of the proposed method.

Because the text big data is an important guarantee
of the smooth implementation of the proposed method,
some files should reside in the memory buffer when the
big data is handling. We firstly calculate the word rank
map of each text in the text big data, then the word
rank map of the text database, and finally the ones of
each word of the vocabulary, so the computing cost is
expensive especially when computing the word rank map
of the text database. In order to reduce the complexity,
we will use the ”inverted index” for storage optimization.

Figure 12: The distribution of frequent words distances
of texts containing ”China”

Because the location lab is simply designed, the capacity
of the proposed method is one word per text. In order to
increase the capacity of information hiding, we will design
better lab location methods in the future.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a coverless text information hiding
method based on the frequent words hash. By using the
words rank map and the frequent words hash, normal
texts containing the secret information could be retrieved
from the text database, and will be sent to the receiver
without any modification. Because there is no embed-
ding, the information hiding does not change the proba-
bility distribution of the covers. Therefore, the proposed
method is theoretically safe, and could be able to escape
from almost all state-of-the-art steganalysis methods.
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